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Attorney General Mark
Earley Addresses Law School
By Sutton Snook
On Tuesday, March 17, 1998, Virginia Attorney General Mark Earley with
his security in tow, visited his alma mater.
Earley delivered a speech to a crowd of
over forty students, professors, and local
attorneys on the recent election the GOP,
practicing law, and the office of the Attorney General. The lecture focused on the
values he brings to his office.
An alumnus of both the undergraduate campus and the law school, Earley
spoke of four principles that have guided
him throughout his career. First, he believes in the dignity and worth of each
individual and that each is endowed by
his Creator with certain inalienable rights.

Second, government is the protector, not
giver, of life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness . Third, famil y is the building
block of the future. Fourth, Virginia is
unique in history and great in ·its future,
thus each individual can thrive.
Earley noted that his religious mission
to the Philippines in the 1970s gave him a
unique perspective in that everyone there
would give "anything to have what we
have." He noted that we are the envy of
the world in human rights and economic
prosperity.
Much to the chagrin of Professor (and
partner in the firm Breit, Drescher, &
Breit) Jeffrey Breit, Earley commented
See EARLEY on 15

Virginia Attorney General Mark Earley, with Dennis Barghaan (2L)and Stephanie
Mitchell (3L) after his speech to students, faculty, and guests.

Dean Search Committee At Dead Halt; Students Excluded
from Process as Deadline for Choice Draws Near
By Danielle Berry
Nearlyoneentiremonthafter
the Dean Search Committee was
to have submitted a short list of
candidates to University Provost,
Gillian Cell, all meaningful
progress on the quest to replace
former Dean Krattenmaker
seems to have ground to a total
halt. · Following months of resume reviewing, interviewing,
and campus visits, only three
candidates remained interested
in the position on February 28,
th e date forthesubmissionofthe
fin al list: Dennis Lynch of the
U ni ve rsity of Denver; Fred

Lawrence of Boston University;
andRobertMisnerofWillamette
University.
Lawerence, the current ViceDean at BU, subsequently withdrewhimselffromconsideration,
electing to remain at his position
in Beantown. Sources indicated
that Lawrence topped the
faculty s list of applicants as he
demonstratedthemostacademic
attitude of the candidates. Students and other staff responded
to Lawerence more cooly, however, preferring less academically-honed applicants who may
have developed a better rapport

with students and alumni, as well
as better resisted the urge torelinquish a deanship for a return
to academia after only a few
years.
Theresult? Acommitteeapparently stalled, an Acting Dean
whosetenureisrapidly expiring,
and a school fighting to remain
at a respectable ranking with no
dean to guide its course. Notwithstanding the time and resources the Dean Searc h
Committee has committed in an
attempttoprocureacandidate, a
retrospective v iew of th e
Committee 's activities suggests

that the process itself may have
been inherently flawed .
One primary concern with the
process, and most disturbing to
the student population, concerns
the dearth of student involvement and input in the process.
Only one student, SBA President Frank Sabia, held a voting
position on the actual Committee. Although Sabia faithfull y
attended the Committee meetings and represented student interests as well as possible the
obligations of la w school ,
coupled with the demands placed
ontheSBAPresident minimized

Sabia's availability for interactionwiththegeneralstudentbody
and solicitation of substantive
comments on the dean issue.
A number of students questioned the rationale underlying
the student membership on the
Committee ultimatel y to no
avail. Ryan Barack (3L), member of the student arm of the
Dean Search Committee, summarized the popular opinion,
" Generally thestudentbodywas
not involved enough in the Dean
SearchCommittee.'
Another, related problem
See DEAN SEARCH on 4

Final Report· Card on the Sabia Administration
By Danielle Berry
handling of recently developing issues,
Four months after the Amicus pub- its progress on the original promises inust
lished its interim evaluation of the Sabia be revisited. The status of both the UniAdministration , the time has come a·gain · fied Honor Code and parking remain unto review the SBA ' s efficacy in fulfilling changed. The Unified Honor Code has
both the President 's original campaign not been tested publicly in the law school
promises and in addressing issues that community, although the Honor Council
arose during the year. The November has considered issues raised by students
SBA Report Card. which reviewed only concerning the new code. The parking
the implementation of the Sabia ' s cam- tickets continue to flow as before. Perpaign promises, rated the Administration haps these issues have evolved as fully as
as follows: Unified Honor Code Imple- can be expected this year.
mentation- NIA ; Food Services- B: BetThe SBA, or rather the First Year
ter Parking for Students
B · Representatives, have undertaken a masCommunication- C-; Dean Search Com- sive effort to introduce a viable fo.od opmittee- B+; Overall Grade- B-.
tion into the vending machine morass.
BeforereviewingtheAdministration's Padow ' s has agreed to continue serving

lunch Monday through Thursday until
the end of the year. The ultimate future of
food service remains unclear however
as the College plans to enter into a new
contract for on-campus food services later
this ear and the recipient of that contract
holds the right of first refusal to provide
food at the law school. Whereas the much
deserved credit for this change rightly
belongs with certain members of the First
Year Class who happen to belong to the
SBA their acti ities reflect well upon the
organization itself.
Another major issue of concern invalves the Dean Search Committee. Frank
Sabia thelonestudentrepresentati eserving on the body dedicated an inordinant

amount of time and effort in order to
fulfill his obligations both to the Committee·and to ascertain the student sentiments
that he voiced . The SBA formed a student
subcommittee to increase in olvement in
the process and organized, publicized,
and encouraged the student bod to atSee SABIA on 15
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From the Editor' s Desk
Well, to no one' s surprise, we
have no dean , and none in sight.
We began with nine acceptable
candidates, and after six candidates dropped out of the race, we
were down to three. OK, we can
deal with this. Even though the
full committee never met, recommendations were made and a
short list was, presumably, sent
to the Provost. Then another
candidate dropped out. Now we
are down to two. Sound like the
children 's rhyme Ten Little Indians? And the process continues,
extept the students have no idea
what the next step is. All we
know is we have been asked to
" bear with" the faculty. Once
again, we have been asked to go
on faith. Unfortunately, too many
questions remain for students to
sit quietly.
First, why did the full Dean
Search Committee never meet?
One would think that at an academic institution, robust debate
over the next head of the school
would be welcome. It is true that
each subcommittee met with the
candidates, and that each candidate held a meeting with the student body, but why has there

been no interaction between the
students and the faculty? Are the
faculty members of the committee reluctant to share their views
wit~ students? And if so, is this
because they do not want to taint
student opinion of a candidate,
or because they do not want their
views known by students for fear
that if a candidate who they oppose is chosen, their opinions
will have negative repercussions
on their careers? Neither one of
these possibilities is valid as both
can be stymied by strict confidentiality rules within the committee. In addition, faculty
opinions of candidates do not
affect student opinions as shown
by the fact that each group recommended a different candidate
for the job.
Second, why are students
being excluded from the process
now? None of the student members of the Dean Search Committee have been notified that
the search process continues, but
Dave Douglas, Chair of the committee, has stated that it does. In
fact, the faculty held another
meeting on the issue last Friday,
but would not allow students to
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attend. I understand that legally,
the faculty can hold meetings
about personnel in Executive
Session, closing them to others, .
but the effect has been to exclude
students from the process altogether. It is one thing to close a
faculty meeting when discussing current personnel, but quite
another to close it when discussing potential new members of
the faculty or administration
when the students are directly
affected by the decisions and
have no other vehicle by which
to voice their conceJ11S.
These two concerns suggest
that the process by which we
select a new dean is inherently
flawed. At a school that prides
itselfon student involvement, the
dean search has been woefully
inadequate. Our only voices have
been cut off from the process,
and it is questionable what effect
they have had to this point. Without the full committee meeting,
one must wonder whether the
student Dean Search Subcommittee was created for student
input or so that each candidate
can be exposed to students.
Third, what is the next step in
the process? Are we planning to
reopen the application process
and accept new applications? Are
we going to choose between the
two remaining candidates in spite
of the fact that neither of the two
possess sufficient academic credentials for faculty members? If
more applications are to be accepted, are students to be involved? Will the deadline for
finding a dean be extended and,
if so, how far? With students
unable to find. answers to any of
these questions, we are left to
guess. With such an important
issue, we deserve answers, not
"no comment," or "please stand
by."

We are unable to find answers from any faculty or staff
member, unable to fmd answers
from the College, and unable to
find answers from the Dean
Search Committee. This may be
because the faculty and administration are considering the options, but why have we not been
told what those options are and
not given a voice in that? It may
be that the faculty wants toaccept
new applications because there
is no candidate they fmd accept~
able, and fear that students would
oppose such action. It is doubtful, however, in light of the fact
that the student committee had
no consensus on one candidate,
that students would resist the idea.
In addition, withsuchasmallpool
of candidates from which to
choose, accepting more applications would increase the chances
offinding the highest quality dean.
Perhaps the schedule mandated by the College for finding
a new dean was too ambitious.
One year in which to find an
outstanding candidate is daunting for any school, let alone a
small school to a small town.
Many · potential candidates can
be found in large cities, but are
reluctant to relocate to a town the
size of Williamsburg. The College recognized that fmdi.ng a
dean quickly is important in light
of the school's precarious position, and I applaud them for their
zeal, but such a decision should
not be rushed.
Also, the search has been
handled entirely by the College
itself, an institution that by its
nature educates. W&M does not
specialize in employment placement. Why not hire a head hunting ftrm to perform the initial
steps of the dean search - to
advertise in trade papers, collect
resumes, and narrow the field to

the desired number of qualified
.applicants? These applicants can
then be tumetl over to the committee for in-depth interviews
with students and faculty. When
an institution hires a head hunting finn, the applicants they receive from the company express
firm interest in obtaining the
position as the company weeds
out those with only limited interest. Such action would avoid the
current dilemma ofso many candidates dropping out, which left
us only scant choices. Although
the College did send letters to a
wide array of academics, perhaps it is time to allow the professionals to perform the initial
search.
All students, including graduating 3Ls, have a large stake in
who we find as our next dean.
The . law school is at a critical
stage. Our rank is slipping.
Morale is low. Many positions
remain open, both on the faculty
and staff, that await the action of
the new dean. The new wing
demands attention. Although
Acting Dean Marcus has done an
admirable job in light of the temporary nature of his position, we
must fmd a person who can lead
the school back to its deserved
position. I do not think we should
accept a candidate for the sole
purpose of filling the positionthe new dean must be charismatic, energetic, and full of new
ideas to raise our school to new
heights. Without meaningful student input, however, it is questio.nable whether students will
have the confidence necessary in
the next dean.

Frotn the SBA President .. •

As the end of this semester
approaches, and I start my year
as President, I would like to take
time to thank the people who
have devoted time to SBA this
past year, in any capacity. Withoutthese people, a number of the
events and services which we
take for granted would not take
place, and not be nearly as successful as they have been. Thank
you.
As a first priority, I would
also like to announce that there
will be no further SBA Newsletters. After discussions with the
current and future editors of this
newspaper, the SBA has determined that the 'Amicus remains
the best source of information

and communication. With that
in mind, I am requesting that
every student make a conscious
effort to begin, resume, or continue reading the Amicus, and
supporting it. The various student organizations at this school
do a great job of organizing and
sponsoring a large number of
social, educational, and careeroriented events each. year, and
when the communication avenues in this school fail, we all
suffer.
On that note, I would like to
take the remainder of this space
to provide information on anumber of events which are taking
place in the coming weeks. The
first of these is the Honor Coun-

cil and SBA Committee appointments which will be taking place
in the next few weeks. Selection
for next year's Honor Council
positions begins this week with
applications for Chief Justice
(3L) due on Thursday, March
26· arid applications for the five
associate justices from both the
rising 2L and rising 3L classes
due by April 2. These applications are available on the door of
the SBA offic~. Any questions
regqrding these positions may be
directed to myself, Joe Kiefer
(3 L ), or any member ofthis year's
council.
Also this week, each of you .
will be receiving a form in your
See SBA on 6
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From the SBA Vice-President
By Doug Dziak
First, for those law students who don ' t
know me, my name is Doug Dziak, I am
a 21, and was recently elected as your
SBA Vice-President. If you have any
questions, comments, criticisms, etc. , regarding the law school that can be addressed by the SBA, I would be happy to
listen and do my best to . address such
issues. Soon, the ·SBA will accept applications for the Honor Council and the
SBA Committees. · The success of the
SBA and the satisfaction of the law students during the next academic year is
dependent on the people that P,lan and
work at the various events. The SBA is
your student government so I encourage
all students to take an active role and
become involved in any area of the S.B.A
that interests them. Please check the SEA
domfor the Honor Council and Commit-

3
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tee applications.
Here is a brief update regarding upcoming activities and some general law
school news:
.The Bar Review schedule for the remainder of the year is as follows:
3126:
The Library ($ 1.50 bottles or
drafts, from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m .)
4/2:
Williamsburg Bowl (Discounts
on bowling and free shoes, 9 - 11
p.m. Note the later time.)
4/9:
J.M Randalls (50 percent off
appetizers, W&M students re
ceive 10 percent off menu , and
$1 drafts and $2 ' highballs' from
7 p.m. - 11 p.m.)
4/ 17:
(Friday) Welcome weekend
"Bar Review/mixer· for admit
ted students. Come meet the
admitted students and explain
why they will spend so much

time at the "greater tri-bar" area.
The SBA is beginning to organize
Beach Week. This is the week following
finals and is normally " held ' at Nags
Head on the Outer Banks of North Carolina. The SBA plans to make brochures
available from various rental agencies to
help assist finding rental housin_g and
cottages for beach week. The SBA will
not arrange ind ividual housing for anyone, but we do hope to pl~n activities
during the week. We are also soliciting
suggestions from anybody attending the
last beach week for suggestions and impro ements for this year. If you have any
suggestions about planned activities or
want to recommend a particular place to
hold a bar review (or for that matter, a
place where a bar review should not be
held) please see me (Doug Dziak) or drop
a note in my hanging file.

I' m sure there is some interest regarding the progress of the law school building addition. I am happy to report that
recently the Virginia General Ass~mbly
passed a budget, which included mone_
for the law school building addition. The
budget now awaits the signature of Governor Gilmore. After the Governor signs
this budget, the law school can proceed
immediately with the task of choosing an
architect to plan and oversee the new
addition. After these t\vo events occur,
we will, hopefully, have a better grasp of
some other issues surrounding the addition such as a possible tuition increase to
be used for the new addition and the
allocation of new and existing space atthe
law school.
If an one has any questions about the
building addition, you may contact me
(Doug Dziak) or Ian Iverson (2L).

3Ls Put Their Money Where Their Mouths Are
By Audra Dial and Anne
Mayer
The third-year class g ift drive
is in full swing. On March 18,
1998, approximately thirty members of the th ird-year class met
with Dean Paul Marcus and Assistant Dean Laura We llborn
from the Office of Development
to discuss the contribution that
their class will make to William
& Mary this Spring.
Wl1en greeting the committee members, Dean Marcus discussed the importance of alumni
giving and expressed his appreciation for the enthusiasm of the

Class of 1998.
The comm ittee set a monetary goal ofSl30,000, which is a
sharp increase over the Class of
1997's gift of $21 ,000. Additionally. the committee hopes to
ach ieve I 00 percent participation. Meeting the monetary goal
and encouraging each member
of the class to contribute are
equally important to the drive ' s
success.
The class gift will consist of
individual pledges that can be
fulfilled over a three year period;
the first payment is not due until
June of 1999. Not only is the

Class of 1998 determined to exceed the contributions of their
predecessors, they are also issuing a challenge to the Class of
1988 to match or e. ·ceed the thirdyear class gift. The challenge
will be formally made in April,
when the Class of 1988 returns
to Williamsburg to celebrate their
ten-year reunion.
Many at the meeting expressed concern about the level
of alumni gi · in g. T he commit- ·
tee hopes that this drive will
change the way that alumni w ill
approach giving in the future.
To that end, the committee is

also challenging the Classes of
1999 and 2000 to follow their
lead and str ive for I 00 percent
participation and exceed the total class gift for 1998.
While there are man opportunities for gi ing at the law
school. the committee discussed
selecting a tangible gift.
Possible options include a
purchaseinthenewbuildingwith
a naming opportunity or creating a Class of 1998 scholarship
fund. While donors are encouraged to direct gifts towards the
class goal, class members will
also be able to designate their

pledge to a specific organization.
The formal kick-off of the
class gift drive will occur on
Thursday. April - , I 998, at 4
o'clock on the law school patio.
At this time the class gift committee wiJl announce the lass
gift.
The third- ears will celebrate
their pending graduation with
membel's of the faculty. At the ·
festivities which will take place
exact! forty-five days before
May graduation, third-years will
enjoy a wide variety of food and
drinks.

PDP Goes to Supreme Faculty says no to new journals
Court, Learns Bus· Safety
By Brian Robinson
Luckily it is always " Time to make the
donuts ." The bus left the law school
parking lot promptly at 5:15A.M. After
passing out donuts and napkins we were
all treated to a safety message from our
driver. It is always important to note that
because of the air-ride suspension, the
bus moves "to and fro ." Unfortunately the
video monitor blanks out when the bus
moves " fro ." After several blank spots in
our featured film , Men In Black. a heavy
smack by Danielle Berry C3L) solved our
problems.
Arriving on the Mall, the bus traveled
up to the front of the Supreme Court
building where we 'departed to the chant
of an umbrella salesman in a freezing
drizzle. We didn ' t have to wait long for
Tom Kearns to arrange our safe passage
into the building through the North Entrance where we were welcomed into the
cafeteria to wait out of the weather and
enjoy (or not enjoy) delicious government issue breakfasts. Honestly the food
wasn ' t bad and prices weren ' t either.
Many thanks to Tom for making detailed
arrangements with Justice Scalia s office.

It was much better to be in out of the
weather this year.
Following a brief wait, we were allowed up to the West Conference Room
where we could store all of our excess
belongings during the arguments. Most
of the group went i.nto the first argument,
and a few waited for the second. The first
case involved an issue of applying a retroactive punishment to a person convicted
under a previous interpretation of the state
of the law . The second argument involved the appeals channels available to
the Supreme Court from federal jurisdictions.
After each of tbe arguments, and a
short wait in the West Conference room ,
Justice Scalia arrived to address the questions from the group. Scalia engaged in a
wide ranging discussion involving topics
such as his desire to remain on the court,
his views of constitutional interpretation,
and h\s working relationships with other
Justices.
When Scalia' s time had run out our
group presented several gifts to him , including cigars, a "Will Litigate For Food"
t-shirt, and a William & Mary Law base-

By Chris Garber
Hopes for a new International Law
Journal were abandoned Friday when
organizers were informed of a unanimou s
faculty decision to freeze all new journal
activity.
The Journal, proposed by a group led
by 2Ls Chris Matteson, Greg Logerfo,
an d Doug Dziak, in conjunction with the
International Law Societ , would ha e
been the fifth at William and Mar La\
School.
Dziak said. "It sdisappointing, but we
(Logerfo Matteson, and Dziak) would

like to thank everyone who helped us try
to establish this journal."
The group was informed of the decision by a memo from Acting Dean Marcus.
The faculty froze all new journal activity
for the foreseeable future. The memo
gave no reason for the decision, but did
thank the group for its efforts.
The administration office had already
closed for the weekend when The Amicus
learned of this story. Attempts will be
made to get comment from Acting D~an
Marcus or other faculty members befo~e
the next issue.

ball cap. Scalia was gratefu l for the g ifts
and agreed to pose for a group photograph .
Next the group split up for lunch
and after lunch cocktail hour at the
Irish Times. When we met back at
Union Station we disco erect that our
motor coach had sprung a leak . With
anti -freeze pooled behind the motor ·
coach, the driver informed us that another coach was coming to replace our
wounded ride. We boarded another
coach and were driven to Garrett· s doorstep in Georgetown . Several groups
went to various places and ended up
back at the coach (con eniently parked

in front of a liquor store) for the ride
home.
I would lo e to say that the ride home
was uneventful, but the last thing I remember is the rest stop about an hour
outside of D.C. I ve been assured that I
shouldn ' t be too embarrassed, and neither
sheuld anyone else.
The trip this ear was m second. The
extra preparation and planning that Tom
Kearns put in went a very long \ ay to
makingtl1istripe en betterthan lastyear' s.
With waiting space out of the weather,
breakfast available at the Supreme Court
building and reserved seating I look forward to going again next year.

L.--------------------------------'
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Pulp Traction

~Law Watch~

The next Quentin Tarantino is a local
boy and officially not a felon. That exciting news comes from the nearby town of
Portsmouth, where fonner high school
track coach Johri W. Crute had all charges ·Really Special Education
of obscenity dismissed against him .
Want a reason to sue your school? No,
Crute's offense was taping the female a falling piece of desk isn ' t enough. But
members ofhis team in their locker room. you know what is? Four Special EducaThe tapes, which included full frontal tion students in Howe, Oklahoma, filed
nudity of the mostly underage girls, were suit against their teacher, principal, and
found by Portsmouth Circuit Court Judge school system based on a creative history
Von Piersall to be not lewd under Virginia lesson gone madly awry. It seems that the
law. Hey, it was only nudity. Americans 'teacher, obviously a sociopath or a liheral
are so provincial, anyway.
arts major(ifthere is a difference) thought
Where does the artistry come in, you she could bring history to life. The submay ask. Well, it seems that, interspersed ject was slavery, arid the method was
amongst the video of the girls, were slices torture.
from hard-core porn movies. I think that
The students were "chained" with
Debbie Does Dallas would fit in nicely, masking tape, paddled, imprisoned in a
don ' t you?
show~ r stall smeared with feces , and had
dirty diapers waved in their faces in order
My D-1-V-0-R-C-E Is Fi- to replicate the appalling conditions on
nal Today
slave traders' ships. Now that, ladies and
You law students think that you get gentlemen, is how you bring history to
the shaft in your divorce settlem.ents? life for your students.
Well, Jenny Roper of Denver, Colorado,
was ordered to pay her husband $4000 Southern By the Grace of
under Colorado 's no-fault divorce rule. God
Why? She makes more than he does. So
W11at' s the difference between a Yanwhat 's the big deal?
kee and a damn Yankee? A Yankee is
He was, at the time, awaiting trial for someone from up North. A damn Yankee
hiring somebody to kill her, a crime of is someone from up North who trespasses
which he was later convicted and for on your land. That' s the definition Henry
which he was sentenced to 12 years in Ingram. Jr. seems to be espousing. Ingram
prison. Obviously, marital misconduct is recorded a deed restriction with
irrelevant in Colorado, and is sometimes Hardeeville, South Carolina, that bars
any members of the "Yankee Race"
rewarded. I' m moving to Colorado!

always bizarre. Sean Gilbert, defensive
tackle for the Washington Redskins, sat
out the 1997 season because the Redskins
wouldn ' t go the extra one million dollars
(through birth or at least a year's resi- and raise his salary from $19 million to
$20 million. Wlly was it such a big deal to
dence) from his I ,600 acres.
He also bars anyone named "Shennan" Gilbert? Because God revealed to him
or anyone with a name that is an anagram what his salary should be. I guess the big
of "Shennan." Ingram is really upset tackle didn ' t want to go against the Big
about the recent Yankee colonization of Guy upstairs.
If you are planning a big heist, you
Hilton Head Island and other tourist Meccas in South Carolina. Save your Confed- might not want to ask the Almighty's
erate dollars, boys, the South ' s gonna rise blessing beforehand. That' s what Kenneth Ray Bruner did (before he knocked
again!
off a jewelry store) and he ended up in jail
the next day. Nice try, though .
Mind the Gap
Palms getting a little bit hairy? Vision
For those of you who are going on the .
study abroad program in the United King- getting blurry? You should call up Rabbi
dom this summer, here's a helpful hint: In David Batzri, who offers special blessing
order to avoid being deported, keep your in person or by telephone to absolve those
toes in your shoes and your feet to your- who have committed the sin of masturbaself. Peter Konigs, of Holland, had al- tion.
Think Alabama is God 's Country? So
ready been scheduled for deportation due
to his creepiness, but was then (between does Bobbie James, wife of Governor
the time he was notified of his deportation Fob James. She claims that the recent
and his actual deportation) convicted of upswing in the Alabama economy is God's
being a serial buttocks fondler. In order to blessing for the state of Alabama' s friendget convicted of this particular crime, Mr. liness toward the state of Israel. Hmm.
If you want to see God and maybe ask
Konigs stuck his toe, repeatedly, through
the gap in the seat on the bus, thus irritat- him about all this business, you can meet
ing the women who were the objects of him on March 3 I I 998, at the Lake Street
his foot affections.
Beach in Gary, Indiana, where God ' s
spaceship will be landing, according to
The Lord Works in Myste- Taiwanese pilgrim Hon-Ming Chen. Honrious Ways, or so the Ger- Ming read this revelation off the palm of
mans Woul d Have Yo u his hand, where God communicates with

Believe

him. Wow. Godonlytalkstomethrough

God is a\ways in the news, and \t \s

my neighbor's co\\\e.

Dean Search Continues; No Consensus on Candidate
all the various search committees to meet
DEAN SEARCH from 1
concerned the absence of interaction and exchange feedback together. "
among the committee 's various subcomA third shortcoming of the process
mittees. Despite the fact that committees invol ves the manner in which the faculty
composed of students, faculty, library essentially has jettisoned all student in staff, and support staff independently volvement in the dean search process,
evaluated each candidate, on no occasion notwithstanding the fact that students who
did all the subcommittees assemble and ha e been involved in the committee rediscuss their feelings about any of the main interested and willing to participate
interviewees. Given that the full Dean in the process. Se era! students wished to
Search Committee never meeting, little con- attend a faculty meeti ng, held on Friday,
sensus existed among any of the subcom- March 20, yet were denied access because the faculty went into "Executive
mittees regarding particular candidates.
For examp le, the student committee Session ' in order to discuss matters recould not reach agreement as to the candi- lated to personnel. Davison Douglas,
date it would recommend for dean, creat- Chair of the Dean Search Committee,
in g a situation in which each member had downplayed the decision to exclude stuthe opportunity to write a one page cri- dents, remarking that an conversation
tique of the candidates. with many of the regarding personnel decisions traditionstudents ranking the candidates therein. ally involve only faculty , as permitted by
Rather than providing the students an law. The Executive Session is in oked at
opportunity to discuss and clarify their any time personnel matters are discussed,
concerns with those sitting on other · although by doing so in discussing dean
branches of the committee, the process candidates it is impossible for students to
allowed for no formal interaction or brain- remain involved.
Perhaps the most troubling aspect of
stornling among the segments, thus forcing each to issue separate (and often the dean . search involves the complete
conflicting) recommendations. This re- lack of communication with the students
sulted in a much weaker student oice in about the progress made b the Committee . Although several students on the
the process.
Echoing the sentiments expressed by student committee supplied information
many student committee members, Barack for this article, both Douglas and a spokescommented, " I am concerned because person for the Provost s Office evaded.
there were not enough opportunities for questions and supplied answers that could

be described as ambiguous, at best.
When reached for an interview,Douglas
merely confirmed that " the dean search
is still in process ." Several unanswered
questions later, Douglas stated " I don't
mean to be co , but that s all I cautious! can say.'
Lee-Ann Ode!~ Administrative Staff
Assistant in the Provost' s Office refused
to answer any questions, claiming that she
was " not at liberty to discuss anything
related to the (dean] search." Odell continually referred student questions to Douglas, despite th~ fact that the Provost was
to have received a short-list of candidates
in February.

Douglas did request, however, that
the student body " bear with" the faculty
and Dean Search Committee until they
reach a decision. Given the dearth, or
veritable absence, of student participation, however this has become increasingly more difficult.
Thus the studenrbod must " grin and
bear it," hanging in limbo with no realistic
prospect of welcoming a new dean ·in
August unless various camps shift their
positions. All indications point to the
faculty, though , as the student arm of the
Committee has completed its duty and
received no notification that the process
might CE>ntinue.

Attention

3Ls:

;; Da11s V11til
Grab14atio11!
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Dana Loftis Assu.mes the Helm of the Amicus
Congratulations (maybe) to Dana Loftis, who was confirmed by the Publications
Council last Thursday as the new Editor-in-Chief of the Amicus Cnriae. Outgoing
Editor Sutton Snook commented " Finally, it's not me. Maybe now I can get to work
on law school. What have I missed in the last two years?" Loftis, who thought she was
applying for her 1998-99 financial aid package, quipped "Now what? Why have I been
sadd led with this? _I just wanted money." Loftis promises to work on academic credit
for the newspaper staff, arguing " I write more for the Amicus than I write for all of my
classes put together. " She added, "Mmm , booty. Now I can get me some of that."

Commencement Tickets
Commencement tickets for all graduating seniors as well as for graduate students
in Arts and Sciences, Business; Law, and Education, will be available from the
Students Affairs Offtce, 219 Campus Center, from 10:00 a.m. unti l 5:00 p.m. daily
beginning Wednesday, April22. Provided that students pick up tickets by 5:00p.m.
on Friday, May I, each degree candidate is entitled to ftve tickets . In order to pick up
tickets, students must show a photo J.D . The size of this year's graduating class makes
it clear that they will not be able to provide any graduate with more than the allocated
five guest tickets. VIMS Graduate Students should pick up tickets from Sue Presson
in the Graduate Studies Office at VIMS.

Janet Benson Named Editor-In-Chief of the Bill of Rights
Journal
Congratulations to Janet Benson (2L), who was confirmed by the Publications Council
as the new Editor-in-Chief of the Bill of_Rights Journal. She takes over for outgoing
Editor-in-Chief Me linda Hough (3L).
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would place their patent law careers in jeopardy by having to wait an additional
year before beginning their practice of choice. For additional information
regarding the patent bar exam, students should visit the PTO web site
(www .uspto .gov.) or even contact Mr. Longacre ( 1- 888 -217 -6424 ). Applications to sit for the 1998 bar examination are due May4 1998 , and currently are
avai lable at the PTO web site .

Campus Organization Printing Regulations Change
Effective February 25 , 1998, all printing or copying for student organizations must
be done at one of the following on-campus facilities: the William & Mary Print Shop;
Duplicating Services in Swem Library; Photocopy Accounts at the Law School; or the
Student Activities Copy Machine. Organizations with printing jobs that cannot be
completed on -campus must follow the procedures to use the contracted off-campus
printer, " Sir Speedy.'" Information and forms for off-campus printing rna be obtained
from the office of Anita Hamlin , Campus Center Room 208. The College will no
longer reimburse any printing or photocopying done at locations other than those
specified.

Congratulations to the Moot Court Team
Congratulations go to many members of the Moot Court Team . Dave Baker (3 L),
Maqui Parkerson (3L), and Kim Hackett (3 L) won Third Place in the Duberstein Moot
Court Competition at St. Johns in New York . Matt Ahmann (3 L) Dave Copas (3L).
and Angel Williams (3L) were quarter-finalists at the New York Law School Robert
F. Wagner, Sr. National Labor Law Moot Court Competition. And Dave Christian
(3L), Rachel Smith (3 L) , and Mark VanDeusen (3 L) won the Fordham Univers ity
IrvingR. Kaufman Memorial Securities Moot Court Competition, with Da e Christian
winning the Final Round Best Speaker Award .

Anne Nelson Confirmed New Editor-in-Chief of EnvironPhone Scam Threatens Pocketbooks of Unaware Business
mental Law and Policy Review
Congratu lations to Anne Nelson (2L), who was confim1ed last Thursday as the new Customers
Editor-in-Chief of the Environmental Law and PolicJ · Review. Nelson takes over for
Chris Weimken (3L).

Early Passage of the Patent Bar May Prove Beneficial to
Science-Minded Law Students
James R. Longacre, a partner with the firm of Longa~re & White adv ises
current law students contemplating a career in patent law to take the patent bar
exam as soon as possible, preferably before the y have graduated from law school.
Longacre himself took and passed the exam before he began law school , a
decision that allowed him to study the intricac ies ofPatent Prosecution during law
school , earning enough money to fund completely his legal education . Aside
from the pecuniary benefits of early patent bar passage, Longacre notes the
increasing competitio n in the field of patent law in which the initiative a nd extra
credentials demonstrated by bar passage factor largel y in hiring decision as well
as the psychological benefit of knowing that one has already passed one bar and
that the state bar examination will be their last bar ever.
The 1998 patent bar examinat ion will be ad ministered on August 26, 1998.
Although not presentin g an impossibility, the date of the exami nati on creates an
extremely daunting schedule for those taking state bar exams at the end of July
who must then "b ite the bullet"" and begin to prepare for the patent bar. Further,
those who do not pass the patent bar the first time (a su rpri s ingly high number)

Bell Atlantic issued a warning Thursday, February 26, abou t a telephone scam that
can lead to excessi e long distance charges on the phone bills of unsuspecting business
customers. The scam consists of callers posing as telephone com pan employees and
attempt to trick customers into allowing them to make long distance calls at the expense
of the business customer. Essentially," a caller telephones informs the person
answering the phone that he is a telephone company employee and that he is testing the
business ' phone ser ice. Then he asks the individual to connect him to the operator
by using several buttons on the phone and hanging up . Because of the way some
business telephone systems operate this procedure can pro ide the caller with an
outside line that subsequently can be used to make long distance calls billed to the
unsuspecting business.
Customers imm ediately should become cautious if asked for ass istance such as this
by a ca ller claiming to be the emp loyee of Bell Atlantic or other telecommunications
com pan ' . Paul Glover. manager of Bell tlantic fra ud pre ention ad ises. ··Probe the
caller for more information- an employee identification number. supervisor· s name
and telephone number or other information that could help veri fy whether the caller
is an employee or a scammer. Or ask the ca ll er for a number where ·ou can ca ll him
back and erify the ca ller· s identity before returning the call. When faced' ith this type
of response. most of these scam artists will leave you alone."· Anv customer who feels
the · have been ictimized by uch a scam should contact Be ll Atlantic or their long
distance company immediately.
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The Job Goddess Discusses Howr to. Get A Job
Dear Job Goddess,
I am vel) frustrated. I 'm in my last year o.flaw school,
and it seems as though all ofthe ads I see are looking/or
somebod_) · 11·ith one to three_1·ears ofexperience. Is there
any wm·I can get one of these jobs afl)"WCO'?
I'S. .\fa sachusetts
Dear S,
There may well be. VS. and the Job Goddess congratu lates you for contacting h~r instead ofjust throwing
in the career towel.
From the o utset yo u have to appreciate that what
emp loyers advertise for and \ ·hat they will accept are
often two ve ry different things. Many employers have
pointed out to the Job Goddess that when they write job
ads, they are describing their " ideal'" candidate. It is
often th e case, VS, that that ideal candidate ·ma not
apply for the job. and so it v.:ill go to someone who -like
you- does not have the exact credentials stated in the
ad .
With that in mind. how do yo u improve your odds of
being the luck · candidate? Lisa Lesage, Career ervices
Director at Lewis & Clark Law School (and herself an
atto rney for se era! years) gives yo u two steps t_o follow:
one is researching what you ·ve got, and the other is
finding out all you can about the employer.
When you look at what you bring to the table, Lisa
Lesage says that " When attorneys say they want I to 3
years of experience, what they really want is someone
\\·ho knows the ropes . Jobs you ha e during law school
can easily give you that. '" She adv ises you to " Look at all
the law-related work you ·ve done. no matter what it is,
and disgorge a line or two on every single thing. Don ·t

THE JOB
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simply say that you' researched issues ' or' drafted memoranda and motions.' Instead, be very specific. Say that
you drafted a motion for summary judgment in a 1983
case concerning privilege. Or that you prepared a
deposition ·for a T itle VII case invo'lving sexual harassment.'. For non-legal jobs you ·ve had, be similarly
specific so that you can pull out the skills that you can
transfer to the legal job you want. Lisa Lesage advises
that " If you managed a restaurant before law school ,
don· t just leave it at that. How man people did you
manage? Did you handle budgets, or scheduling, or an ·
other activities that wou ld be similar in any settingT The
important thing here is that you " shouldn't ever selfselect out!..

Frotn The SBA President
SBA from 2
hanging files regarding SBA Committees. These are some of the most fundamentall y important positio ns which the
SBA needs in order to funct ion properly.
The students who gave time this past year
did a tremendous job, but the fa t is that
each and every committee was undermanned. In order to continue to organize
e\·ents like Fall From Grace, Barristers
Ball. Graduation e\·en ts. and things like
the current food service, the SBA needs
your help. \Vithour more people gi ing
small amounts of their time, we will continue to encounter. many of the problems
wi th which \\·e struggled this past year.
Additionally. I hope each of you marks
the weekend of April I -I 9 on your cal endars. This is the \\"el ome Weekend for
prospecti \·e students. and will feature the
ob ligatory Bar Review at the Greenleafe.
Al th ough details of the weekend are not
yet ava ilable. I hope each of you can make

some effort to help or attend some events
to put on our best face for these students.
Finally. all I Ls are invited to attend
the meeting on Thursday Mar h 26 , at
12:45 p.m. , in order to hear from both
faculty members and current second-year
students, as they dispense their own personal advice on class sele~tion and scheduling. This session is always tremendously
informative fore ery student, and I hope
each of you can find time to atte nd .
The Bar Review schedule for the next
few \\·eeks is as follows: Thur-day l\1ar h
26 . The Library: Thursday April :?.,
· \ "illiamsburg Bowl : and Thursday April
9. at JM Randalls.
Thank you again. to the members of
last year · s SBA board. and thank you
especially to Frank abia for the effort.
time. and energy he gave to serving each
of us this past year.
Jeff Timmers
SBA President

W i\NTED~
The Amicus is accepting applications for
Business Editor and Production Editor
for the 1998-99 Academic Year.
If interested please drop a note in
Dana Loftis' (2L) hanging file.

What w ill this self-research do for yo u, VS? As Lisa
Lesage sa s, "It will help give you fodder for a cover
letter. and it will also help you overcome any \nterview
objections. You will be able to sa 'I may have just
graduated, but rve got the experience you re looking
for' ·.
The other task at hand for you. S is to research the
employer. Most ads state who the employer is ; if ou
find ads that don· t-in other words· if s a "bl ind ad" you are not out of luck. Lisa Lesage says that "If the
return address is a P.O. box and the employer is incorporated ,-the post office must tell you the name of the box
holder. Once you know who the employer is, go to our
career services office at school and see if they've compiled data on the employer or ifthere are any alums from
yo ur school who have worked there. Such an alum can
be an enonnous help, since they will not only be able to
tell you about the employer and how you can position
yourselfio get a job there- but they may also be willing
to walk your application over to the person who's doing
the hiring and perhaps even put in a good word for ou.
Needless to say, this is a great way to distinguish ourself
from other peop le applying for the same job.
Of course, VS. you know that the Job Goddess
prefers that you fmd your dream job by getting to know
people. through school and law-related activities, than
.through job ads. But the fact remains that many people
do fmdjobs they like through ads, and if ou follow tl1e
ad ice here- why, VS there · s no reason wh you can· t
as well.
Eternally Yours.
The Job Goddess

PSF presents:
THE .AMBULANCE
CHASE
Saturday March 28 at 10:00 a.m.
in the W&M Student Recreation Center
Cost: $10 in advance, $14 on Race Day
Registration in the Law School Lobby
. March 23-27
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First 100 entrants receive an
Ambulance Chase t-shirt
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Everything You Ever Wanted to Kno"W About the
Social Colutnn But Were Afraid to Ask (In Public)
By Erika "Sweet Surrender"
Kroetch, Kindra "3 2 Flavors
1
and Then Some' Gromelski
and Phil "I Could Never be
Your Woman" Bohi

•

Since the past h'l'o Bar Reviews have basically sucked and
we have no fresh information
(our friends haven ' t done anything to embarrass themselves
lately), we thought we 'd offer
our very own FAQ.
By ever-popular demand (Le. ,
you asking us ridiculous questions that we' re sick of trying to
explain), we have decided to
dedicate this column to those
questions most frequently asked.
We hope that through this process we will all grow in understanding and compassion for the
difficult task we face every time
we write for you. Once again,
we are not trying to offend you;
we merely wish to explain those
(imbecilic) delicate questions
you pose.
Question I: Our favorite and most
frequently asked question is:
Why did you spell my name
wrong?
Answer # I: .OK, we are the writers, but since when did you see
"editor" near our name?? It's
those damn editors in the little
closet of a room that are responsible for that. Plus, they are the
ones with the face book readily
available to them to make the
corrections.
Answer #2: Maybe you just
didn ' t get it, Mr. Deily, or should
we call you Dellie. Or actually I
think it's spelled Dollie.
Answer # 3: Ifyougo by a stupid
name,say "Jud,"(howmany"d 's
are in it?) who is supposed to
know how to spell that anyway?
You are lucky we mention your
sorry, Bahamas-lovin ass anyho.
Answer #4: Any other problems, refer to part ~ of Answer
Number 3.
Question 2: I wasn' t at BarReview and you mentioned my
name as being there (or conversely, I was there and you
didn't mention me.) Why?
Answer # I: For part I of the
question, refer to part 2 of Answer Number 3 above.
Answer #2: As we have stated
innumerable times, the column
is based not on reality, but on
reality ·as we see it the night in
question. It is entirely subjec-

tive, and we make the rules!
Answer #3: To answer the second part, you are a loser- even
when you do go to Bar Review,
no one cares. Dosomethingstupid, exciting or just light your
pants on fire (or ask Bretta to)
and we ' ll get the hint!
Question 3: Why do you concentrate your column on the I Ls and
constantly make fun of the 2Ls?
Answer # I: First of all, we are
!Ls (duh!) and by nature are
self-centered as each and every

names this year. What do you
have to say about that?
Answer # I: F* *k you.
Answer #2: We still hilVe t\vo
more issues.
Answer #3: The law is a cruel
and vicious world. We, like Legal Skills, are simply here to begin to prepare you for the realities
of daily)ife that lie ahead of you.
We hurt because we love.
Answer #4: Was it your name? I
didn't think so - mind your
own f-in' bidnez!

bitch who stole your man eat
dirt, then kicking her ass into the
ground -girl' s point of view).
Damn it Kindra, leave me alone.
Question 2: Okay wiseguy, so
what isn ' t happiness?
Happiness isn ' t complaining
about forgetting Valentine sDay.
Happiness isn ' t saying, " Well, I
thought we could go out and I
could wear this dress I've been
saving for a special occasion."
Happinessisn'tselfishandpetty.
And most of all, happiness is

other class is. Hell, if you want
to have something written about
yourself, call the SBA and they
might make up their own Flier
for you and circulate it.
Answer #2 : The 3Ls made us.
Answer #3: We do often include
2Ls. Why, just the other day we
were saying we 'd includeTom
"Taz" Christiano and his sidekick , Andrew " Wascall y
Wabbit" Pearson.
Answer #4: We ' re lucky if we
know your first names; how the
hell are we supposed to know
your last names, B.D.!
Answer #5: The lLs care. They
want to be the "cool' I Ls picked
for the column and think they' re
special.
Question 4: What did you mean
by my name?
Answer # I: Nothing. We made
it up out of thin air and you will
spend the rest of your law career
wondering (and worrying).
Answer #2: Something, but
you ' ll never know. If you can
construe it to be nice or to be
cruel, we have done our job.
Answer #3: Just what you think
it means.
Answer #4: That we are hot for
you .
Question 5: I thought you were
"out of line ' with some of the

Answer #5: There is a story
behmd each name. You may not
know it, but someone else does.
You ' re not a judge yet, Learned
Hooters!
Once again the girls have
taken over. I have taken thisFAQ
concept to heart and would like
to share some insights I d like to
call:
Sevenfrequently asked questions
ofPhilip Bohi.
Question I: What is the true
nature of happiness?
I know I'm no Eastern Sage
by any stretch of the imagination, but I do have some observations. Happiness is the look your
dog gives you when she knows
the beer you re opening is just
for her. Happiness is the feeling
you have when that special someone asks you out on a date. Happiness is the unsolicited
compliment. Happiness is the
pride in the eye of someone who
really enjoys your company.
Happiness is sitting across from
someone over coffee not knowing the next word out of her
mouth, but having a feeling that
your day is about to be made.
And being right about it. Happiness is the look you never thought
she'd give you. Happiness kicks
ass. (Or happiness is making that

absolutely not looking in every
bar in town the day you got
dumped to ask if someone is dating someone else. Even if the
datmg was alleged in print and
the h'l'o people bid exorbitant
amounts of money on each other
at a date auction.
Question 3: So, ifthere were any
people at the law school who
were alleged to be dating in print
and bid exorbitant amounts of
money on each other at the Date
Auction, would those people be
in fact dating?
I'm sorry, you lost me. What
was the question?
Question 4: Are t\'l'o such people
dat-ing?

Define dating.
Question 5: You know what
dating is, dum bass. Are they or
aren ' t they?
Aretheyoraren ' ttheywhat?
Question 6: Dating. Are they or
are they not dating?
Who?
Question : God Damn you to
burn in Hell for your Insolence.
Are you and Marybe ...
Sorry. That's all the time I
have.
Back to the girls ....
Question 6: I didn ' t understand
those "Parting Shots" at the end
of the column. To what do the
refer?
Parting Shots:
Answer # I: Following "The
Rules" doesn 'talways work, does
it? Tum it back around, girl, and
ditch the ex!
Answer #2: I guess Floor Hockey
isn ' t the only abrasion-causing
contact sport!
Answer #3: Didn 't like the parting shot last week, eh, player? It
still stands: keep it in our pants!
Answer #4: Hitting on girls that
have boyfriends doesn 't mean
you ' re playing it safe. You never
know when they will no longer
have boyfriends. Wouldn ' t that
be a predicament?
Answer #5: Hey, guys- the
Brick House is once again in the
singles comer. Gentlemen, start
your engines!
Answer #6: Chicken Little: if
you constantly hear laughter
when you open your mouth in
class- (a little piece of advice)
-stop doing it!
Answer #7: Dziak- how can I
get breasts that large? (for free?!)
And by the way you still are
sweaty, nasty, and a Slav!
Answer #8: Still Rockin ' (c;>r
robbin') that cradle?
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Out to Lunch .

Man Amor, Pass the French Bread, and Where Did It Come From?
war and their attitude in the international community certainly
sucks (that is, of course, until the
Gennans invade their pansy asses
once again and we have to rescue
them - ·at which point they are
grateful for the three days it suits
their interest). As all of us in the
world of culinary high literature
are aware, however, the French
are pretty good in the kitchen .
I need to preface this article
By Kevin Muhlendorf
Having spent a good two - with the disclaimer that we were
weeks away from the law school obviously traveling on a student's
since my last venting, the mate- budget (meaning the government
rial for this week' s edition is a subsidized our trip and we didn ' t
little thin. Removingmyselffrom even have to enlist). That aside,
the ins~nity that walks the halls as your roving reporter overseas,
of M-W has been rather thera- I felt it my duty to sample as
peutic though. To accomplish much of the French cuisine as
my goal of forgetting I was a law possible. Unfortunately, as far
student, I, along with a. fellow as I can tell. French cuisine consufferer, traveled to gay Paris on sists mainly of two things one of those cheap tickets I' m jam bon and beuiTe. What I mean
always getting email about. Con- by this is that I must have eaten
trary to what you ve heard, you several feet of baguettes with
can fl y round-trip to Europe for ham and butter on them. Obvithe price of your books, ·not in- ously we ~id this because ofbudcluding the supplements, if you getary constraints - however,
are willing to miss a little class. would it kill the frogs to put a
(And we all know that if you take piece of cheddar on the sandthe right class and have the right wich? Also, moutard (mustard),
outline, only a fool would crack which was very good when lothe spine on certain books or feel cated, and would seem easy
guilty about a little real-world enough to procure, proved to be
education). Anyway, who is as scarce as a polite waiter goi ng to miss yo u in that Legal they were out th ere, but more the
Skills ethics lecture (hint, get hold exception then the rule.
A word about the bread. I' ve
of the Bar-Bri outlin e, and for
God· s sakes stop attending the always felt th at bread is one of
stupid lectures. save for th e re- the best parts of a mea l. Cer,·iew sess ion). With all of th at tainly. a fresh baguette does wonin mind . this week's resta urant ders for any repast. Being in th e
re\·iew \\·ill be the international home of the baguette. I felt it my
edition. in \\'h ich I review the duty to do a littl e investigative
cu isine of those great cuI inary reporting into the origin of that
bread . Mv research indicates
artists- the French.
Now nobody has ever ac- that the roots of the baguette go
cused the French (at least in this as far back as 1187 AD. when
century) of bei ng any good at Henry I\ . Ro i de France, offered

Coqua Felix

Spring

Days

By Kim Hackett
Afternoon tea is a British tradition
th at dates back to the ear ly 19th Century. Tea was served in the late after-

an award for the man who could
devise a more efficient way for
his annies to travel into battle. A
baker in a little town south of
Provence, who had seen his sons
get all girded up for battle, and
realized how heavy it must be to
carry a big sword as well as provisions into the field , devised a
type of bread, a loafreaHy, that
was long and hard · (much like
Clinton comforting a middleaged volunteer before having her
husband offed). He took this
idea to the King who liked it so
much that he gave Jacques Baguette the award (he was beheaded) and thus the "baguette"
was born. Henry IV outfitted all
of his men with these loaves that
could be used in battle to smite
his opponents, and at the same
time, were good with ham and
butter. This new weapon greatly
improved mobility, and allowed
the French several victories over
the English , who could only
throw scones.
History aside, we did splurge
one night and supped at Au Pied
de Cochon. lfl' m remembering
the name of the restaurant correctly, it translates as " the pig' s
foot. " Well, being from the South
(though I' ve personally never
eaten a pig ' s foot it being the
cloven hoof of a cloven hooved
animal and a ll), we fi gured we
would giye it a tr . Interestingly.
we found that the snootier the
joint. the less snooty the waiters .
These gan;:ons were pretty nice
-goi ng so far as to pre ent me
from accidentally ordering tripe
sausage or my second choice,
tete au veau - the actual head of
the calf. I settled on the sa lmon.
\ hich was excel(ent, save for the
bill. My companion ate roast
duck (no bil l). I of course felt

Call

·F or

obligated to order the soup a
l' ognion- french onion soup.
I' II give the frogs a thumbs up for
that one - the cheese was so
thick that you had to cut it with a
knife . For desert, I watched as
my companion ate a creme brulee
about the size of a Sal' s large
pizza, seemingly unaware that
she had probably consumed the
equivalent of2 dozen eggs. En-

tertainment was provided by the
Egyptian man seated to one side
of us who was dining with his
much younger, short skirted
"niece," who surprisingly didn t
look a bit Egyptian herself. On
the other side, we had an English
man who claimed to have formerly been a banker on the Cayman Islands, and after ftnding
out we were law students, asked
if we knew either the US Attorney for NY or DC, because he
was in " litigation · with them .
Our other cuI inary experience
of note was the abundance of
cafes with amazing looking, and
even better tasting, pa tries,
cooki es, and ·treats in the windows. I personally tried to sample
all of them. but only succeeded
in getting several nasty looks
from my partner in crim e. I
have however, figured out how
the French stay so trim, w hile
rarely moving of their sm ug, but
small. butts. They don't eat th e

stuff. They booze a lot, nobody
could den y that, but as far as I
could tell I was the only one
eating all the delicious sweets.
God knows I tried to eat it all, but
I couldn ' t make a dent - the
tasty delights just kept coming
(much like any night an Arkansas governor has his state troopers on big hair patrQI). Now
there are only a couple of conclusions that one can draw from
this seeming paradox (high supply and low demand). Either the
French eat behind closed doors
like a freshman girl on a ftrst date
and then puke it up so you only
see them eating salad, or they
make all of this stuff for the tourists, and don ' t eat it because they
have spit in it ahead of time, to
avoid the appearance of being
rude. The truth remains to be
seen.
All in all , though there were
instances where we both attempted to perpetuate the
stigmaofthe ugly American , we
actually found the French to be ·
pretty nice. The food, when we
weren't eating ham sandwiches
was also pretty good and not too
expensive, if you were willing to
shop around and learned the little
tricks, like standing at the counter
instead of sitting at a table, and
.ordering ·a carafe of tap \Vater for
free instead of a $4 bottleorPerrier.
Finally, two things to remember if yo u dec ide to skip class
and head across the pond. First
the booze on the plane is free
with apparent! no limit to how
much you can have. Secondly
no matter which country ou are
in speaking louder apparently
does not make it easier for the
fo reigners to understand what
you want, so you are better off
·just pointing.

Afternoon

noon to tide one's tummy o er until berry sorbet. sandwiches (cucumber, todinner. Here in A mer ica. traditiona l mato . ch icken), scones and crumpets w ith
British tea is ser edina few hote ls and clotted cream fresh fruit (strawberries,
blueberries, app les and kiwi), cookies.
small restaurants.
In Williamsburg, tea is served at the cream filled tarts and small slices of
Will iamsburg Inn for $ 10.00 per person. chocolate cake. The goodies are then
However~ I do not recommend having tea placed on a tiered cake plate.
here. The price is too expensi e for the
With a little bit of planning. you can
pitifullv small amount of mediocre food create a sumptuous afternoon tea. I have
served.
included a few of my favorite tea item s
I yearn for the sma ll and crowded below . Crumpets may be purchased at the
dining room of Queen Mary ' s in Seattle .. Fresh Market in the dairy section. Add
The $13.00 price tag includes a pot of tea. slices of your favorite fruit and voila! For

Te·a

more tea recipes check 6ut The Afternoon
Tea Book b . M ichael Smith © 1986
Macmillan U SA.

Chicken and Almond Sandwiches with
Basil Butter
(adapted from The Afternoon Tea Book,
1ichael Smith, © Macmillan, USA)
24 sl ices white or brown bread
I cup grou nd cooked chicken breast
Y2 cup slivered almonds, lightly toasted
Yz cup heavy cream or mayonnaise
See TEA on 14
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Aries (March 21-April 19): The stars are lining up to
provide you with more self-confidence, positive attitude, and energy than you've had in awhile. Make use of
it to get that Legal Skills assignmen casenote/seminar
paper done! Then get ready: someone is pursuing you ,
and will sweep you off your feet . Howe er, this may
force you to choose between a new flame and an old one.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): You may be feeling like
you're treading water. Not a good attitude when contemplating the Leafe, but take advantage of it to rest up and
recharge. You have plenty of time left in the semester to
go out with the gang, do something silly, and earn a
stupid nickname in a column located elsewhere in this
fine , intellige~t effort in journalism.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Practice that tact! Your
rapier wit, while normally sought out, may offend this
time around. People may contradict you; keep your cool
and you' II come out on top. Besides, you don't want to
spend your time snapping at your company! You may
also find yourself rethinking some long-held beliefs.
Just make sure that any beliefs you hold line up with the
professor' s come exam time.

Cancer(June21-July22): Extraeffortin your classes will
pay off in the long run. A reunion with someone from your
past brings resolution to some long-held questions, but
don' t mistake that for reclaiming the old relationship. Be
thankful for the answers and move on. Be careful with your
money: a sudden impulse could cost you!!

•

Leo (July 23-August22): Your love life will heat up this
month, as Venus enters your house of partners. So if
you're single, keep your eyes and mind open, and you
may be really surprised at who ' s out there!! Tip: don ' t
open up your mind too much- Venus is not known for
her discretion, and the beer goggles at Paul's come rather
thick, as do the pack of undergrads.

THEM-W

HOROSCOPE
By Farrah Fortuna and
Priscilla Predicta

Libra (September 22-0ctober 22)
You must make some difficult decisions in the next few
weeks (and I'm not talking about which wine to have
with dinner). Don ' t be swayed by the opinions of those
around you. Follow your instincts, especially with any
career choices. Tip for interviewing Libras: Honesty is
the best policy and remember that while colored nylons
are trendy, many firms consider them unprofessional.
And that goes for you, too, ladies.
Scorpio (October 23 -November 21)
All that hard work pays off! Finally, you get some much
deserved recognition from your peers. Too bad they
didn't pay attention to all the work you did earlier, eh?
Maybe you should remind them thatthey aren't even big
fish in this little M-W pond. Hell, the only thing that's
big about those creeps is their egos. That'll show 'em.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 20)
Good news from someone who owes you money- the
check really is in the mail. Use the money to pamper
yourself. You've earned it working so hard at a law
school in the top 25. No wait! ·That's the top 30. Now,
hold it, it's 35 .. . Oh, who reall, keeps track? At least its
still double-digits. Keep cool on the 1st. Your sharptongue may get you in trouble (unless applied to a

Capricorn (December 21 -January 19)
You will have many opportunities this month to prove
what you are really made of. On the 28th, a stranger will
need a good samaritan. Oh, God, let it be you. The
chance meeting with the stranger promises more romance in your life. Just don't tell your significant other.
Why dotheyreallyneed to know? And if you don'thave
a significant other, ask yourself how many chances you
get to meet a romaptic stranger in this Po-dunk little
town, isolated even further by being stuck in the same
freakin' building, completely separated from the cute,
clueless undergrads.
Aquarius (January 20- February 17)
Fish babies, you are sorely tempted to go hog-wild on the
27th. Its unfortunate, because you'll pay for it later. I
don' t knowhow, butyou'llpay. Also, make classes your
first priority in the next week or so. It will make the
difference down the road. Especially ifyoi.I have Meese
for anything. I mean, in his class, one day can make a
difference. But don't be scared, you ' ll ·get your J?.
Pisces (February 18- March 19)
This week, you run the danger ofletting your prejudices
control your life. If you must make a decision, give
women the benefit of the doubt. As it should be. Given,
women in law school are· often scary and untraditional.
But, law-women are bad-asses (some with Joan Jett
haircuts, but bad-asses nonetheless). If you are a man
and you marry one, she will one day fight for your
children to get the best teachers and for your annual
percentage rates to be cancelled. So, sign up today and
receive a free mediation kit.

Congratulations I
Dave Christian
Rachel Smith
Mark VanDeusen
First Place
Irving R. Kaufman Memorial National Securities
Moot Court Competition
Dave Baker
Matt Ahmann
Fordham University
Maqui Parkerson
Dave Copas
Kim Hackett
Ange l Williams
Third Place
Quarter-Finalists
Duberstein Bankruptcy
Robert F. Wagner, Sr. National Labor Law
Moot Court Competition
Moot Court Competition
at St. Johns College
New York Law School

Virgo (August 23-September 22): You may be feeling
tense and short-tempered lately. While it is my job to let
you know that the upcoming Full Moon is knocking your
Virgo-Pisces axis out of whack it is my inclination to
point out that this could be related .to the Bubonic Plague
which has struck our little community, and the feeling
that there are very few social escapes in the library.
A oid confrontations, and do something to make yourself feel good : a manicure haircut, golf game.

More Clip

bedroom scenario).

n/ Save Marshall-Wythe Trading Cards!

CoJJect them all!!
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Only the Beginning: Barrister's Ball and a Touch of Spring Break
By Kindra "Bring it on"
Gromelski and Erika "I ain't
afraid" Kroetch
Disclaimer: Between all the alcohol and flurry of the evening,
some events depicted may be fictitious. Please forgive us.
EK: Since my roommate
can ' t remember most of
Barrister' s Ball due to high levels of inebriation, I will be covering that portion oftoday' s article.
KG : Hey, I remember short,
vivid bursts of the evening;I aiso
remember waking up the next
morning nextto some naked guy.
He was my date, wasn ' t he?
EK: Actually, I think that's
your teddy bear. Not that I made
it home.
KG: But thanks for making
pancakes, and your date was nice
to join us!
EK: But back to you . Not
only did you wake up and eat
pancakes, you made it to our first
ass-kicking floor hockey game.
You even went in long enough to
score a goal ~ithout spewing on
the rink.
KG : So tell me about the
Ball.
EK: It was like a dream.
Everyone looked fabulous in
their evening regalia, and l must
say we law students clean up
very well. After a brief and not
entirely pleasant dinner at Cities
(during which Bretta " Who you
calling a bitch" Zimmer almost
clocked the hostess with her
clutch) we proceeded to the private residence of Jonathan "It's
·all good" Campbell and Dan
"Miss Clairol" Kenny with our
drop-dead gorgeous dates, Jeff
'I'm not ·her dad" Polich and
Erik ''That's usually my side"
Lehtinen. At this bachelor pado' -love, they served up some glo-

rious hors d' oeuvres and drinks
that packed a punch. They
knocked out one or two members of our party before we even
got to the Williamsburg Lodge!
I think you know who you are.
Anyway, in attendance were
inter alia: Jen "No sticks for me"
Magoulas, Chris "I'm nota breast
man" and Heather "Oh yeah?"
Morrison, Tyler 'Variety is the
spice of life" Dow, Liz "Too hot
for TV" Breen, Chris "Nekked
in the carrell" Murphy, Rick
" What, me whipped?" West,
Chris " Doubletime" Hewett, Mr.
and Mrs. John 'Springer" Lanou,
Gari Jo "Disney doesn ' t make
formal wear" Green, and Joe
"You heard the woman" Barton.
On to the Ball. We arrived
to find a less-than-stellar band
playing, and it showed: law students crowded around the bar,
trying to get drunk enough to
want to dance to that yowl. We
sat Gromelski down in a corner
with a glass of water and socialized for a while, talking to
the bodacious and gracious
Shawri "Don't take it personal"
K.ing and her date, as well as
Jud "Taken" Welle and his Bahamas babe, Sung "Don ' t
mince words" Choi and Amy
"Who let a\\ the drunks in?"
Kirtland, Earl ' Too hot to
handle" Pinto and his L.A. lady,
Steve " Robbin ' what cradle"
Lastelic and his NC babe, and
Mac "The one that got away"
Stuckey and his betrothed, Beth.
One couple that knocked
everyone' s socks off was Karin
" Fair game" Gventer and Jennie
"They' re taped" Stanley, women
to be reckoned with. Polich went
back to fmd a beer in Gromelski ' s
hand. How does she do it?
When the DJ fmally came on,
folkshadloosenedupabit. Don ' t

forget the .c heesy-ass smoke we noticed there were several
machine! Emboldened by the · 2Ls and 3Ls who had been there .
hazy air, the chicken satay, and for the past two hours trying their
bourbon-ginger ales, the likes of damnedest to get drunk. Hang-·
Jessica "AU smiles" Arons Mary ing out around the bar were: Julie
Beth ."Say cheese" Anderson, "Why bring sand to a beach"
Max "Hee-Haw" DeWitt, Kim Whysong, Allison " Dancing
"Giddy-up" Wisenewski, Patrick Queen" Chock, Chris "I'm too
"I lost an appendage" Blake, Phil sexy for this ball" Garber and his
' Smooth operator" Bohi, and date the lovely Jean Campbell,
Marybeth "You wish" Lenkevich Doug "They come from all over
got their groove on. They were for a little" Dziak, Kevin "Spank
joined by La Vonda "Indomi- me baby!" Rice, Sara "Sometable" Graham, Monique "Inimi- body spank him! " Hirsch, Jill
table" Reid, Jane "Foxy Lady" "Stop tellin ' people I have a boyNew, Dan "Theisman" Gasink, . friend" Cramer, Matt"! ain ' t your
Craig "With these good looks" ho!" Camhi, Michael "Res Ipsa
Dixon, and Ted "All cried out'' Loquitur" Hyman, Greg " She' s
Hundt. Carla " Just watch me" not a stripper! " Logerfo, Dennis
Boyd was fantastic in her spa- " I do not look like Mickey! "
ghetti-strappin' dress, turning Barghaan, Marte "I was never an
almost asmany heads as the afore- intern" Barnacle and her third
mentioned Miss King. Crystal arm Jeff"But she performs like
" Boogie" Harris , Christine one!" Timmers, Aaron "I warma
"Imagine" Lewis, Sara Ruth "Oh, fmd Chris naked in my carrel"
Rhet" Chandler, Todd "Frankly, Book, Jason " I got it out of the
Scarlett" Rothlisberger, Susan closet" Rylander and his date
"Don ' tplayme like that" Isbister, Elizabeth" And what a nice closet
Matt 'Booty call" Kuehn, and it is!" Evans, Gurbir"Rico Suave
Agnes " So this is what you guys in my Kenneth Coles" Grewal,
do" Makokha took to the buffet Dearma " Damn my left hand is
to offset the drinking for a while. heavy! " Griffith and her date
We would be remiss if we didn' t Robert "But my pocket isn' t"
mention Michael "You ain't all Kucler, Eunice "Well there ain't
that" Hall and Tonia "Better than any men here" Kim and her imyour bag of chips" Medrick.
ported date. Snuggling under the
Eddie "the Graduate " smoke filled lighting were Ross
Hatrick, Kim "Mrs. Robinson" "I'm just all tingly" Parr and his
Kurkjian, Brian " I've never mistress Heather "It's the mediwashed it because the New Kids cation they keep h irn on!" Stacey,
touched it" Iwashyna, Leigh "I Sharmon "Country boys will aldon' t know him" Hudgins, Joi ways be" Pugh and her lovely,
" Glam Queen" Taylor, and Robert "Home Sweet Home to
Theresa "Sweetie pie" Turner me" Johnson.
rounded out the group in varying
Decked out on the dance floor
degrees of taste. Chris "The (already tanked) were: Danielle
make-up sex is great" Forstner "He ' s not my brother" Berry and
and friend carried on a symphony Sutton " She' s not my sister"
of different forms of communi- Snook. Ready and willing were
cation all evening.
the lovely roommates: Robin
Surveying the scene further, "You know I gots it!" Adams

TRADING CARDS: The New SBA Administration
r-----------, r-----------,

r-----------,
I
Kim KurkJ·ian
I

I
I
'I I
I Whooppee!! A full year of II II
number crunching and listening I
to student organization leaders
I
complain. One im!Y)rtant fact I I
the Treasurer should bear in mind:
Even when organizations claim to
have 80-800 members, perhaps
"membership" for budget allocation purposes should be redefined as those people who actually
plan to participate and pay dues
as opposed to those who show
up once and then disappear.
Wrth recent funding cuts, Kim
may be forced to sell off various
law school-owned Elvis paraphernalia to make ends meet.

.___________ ..

•

Liam McCann

I I
I I
I I

Another over-achieving law
student, Liam decided that the
position of class representative
required too few of his leadership talents, prompting him to
run for the all-powerful Executive Board. Of course, we can
all only hope that Liam possesses the most important skills
needed in any secretary: good
penmanship, a spell-checker,
and an uncanny ability to order
flowers and clothing for the
Presidents significant other and
interns. Better beware, though,
one never knows when that Ken
Starr subpoena miaht arrive. .I

------~----

•

Doug Dziak

and Renee "Don 't want no short
(short) man! " Esfandiary with
the accompaniment of Steve "A
Girl's Best Friend" Diamond and
Jimmy "I should be in Hollywood" Robinson. Krista "Ginger" Newkirk and Lew ''Fred"
Glenn made a presence on the
dance floor that put to shame
even the best of the ballroom.
Enjoying the band (only after
partaking of the bartender), Rick
"I bought her dinner" Ensor and
his lively date, Tivey "And it
was good!" Clark, Matt ''I'm not
the Fonz! " Kaiser and his lovely
date Kim " It takes two" Welch,
Andy "I wannabe . . . your teddy
bear" Lustig and Megan "You
are! " Lustig, oh, I mean Hogan.
Some others who graced
Barrister's with their presence
were: Alexis "If only I could
have been a soap star" Bennett
and her date Dave "Who you
lushing a call!" Christian, along
with Patrick "Will a seat in Congress get me a pass in Legal
Skills?" Muldoon. Quinton "The
Daddy" Roberts and his beauty
graced the dance floors along
with Wendy "Watchmedance!"
Warren and Chandra "Work it!"
Thompson.
KG: Well, at least I remember the week of debauchery at
the beach house in North Carolina. I also heard that Bayard
almost got laid on his cruise and
that some of the other in the 2L
guys found some nice sugarmommas who let them take their
dentures out. Well, at least they
are tan! I know most of you want
some good gossip and since the
jerk-offs, oops, I meant really
cool2Ls, whoaretakingoverthe
paper might cut our article out I
will let you in on some secrets at
the beach.

See BARRISTER on 11

r-----------,
Jeff Timmers
I

I I
I I

This busty Slav (mmm ... :
booty) spends alm ost as much I
time on his body as he does I
on the student body - a I
qua lification that may have I
served him well this past year, I
but may c a use trouble in an
administration that actually :
does something. Dziak's plans
for the first weeks of his term :
include an official beer-drink- I
ing junket to the Outer Banks I
in order to insure that Beach I
Week-ers get the best booze I
d eals ever. Now thar s why

~w~~d~n~ 21,e,g ,£~i ~!.. ~

:

The sucker, er, Mr. President
assumes the reigns of the SBA
and prepares to head little old
M-W into the 21st Century (or
at least the last year of the
20th). In between hip thrusts
and face lickings, the Chief
Executive promises to m a ke
the rent payments on South
Fork, provide more free beer
on the patio, and keep current on all the LPGA tour stats.
Now that the election is over,
we c an expect to see Timmers
back to his old soc ialite form .
Yeah, right.

I
I

.___________ ..
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Experiences

An Action-packed· Sutntner at A Sutn_lner .lntern ing
the Public Defender's Office at the A valon Center
By Rhonda Jones
My summer experience at the
Office of the Public Defender of
Alexandria was rewarding on
many levels . Professionally, I
became a necessar part of an
office of attornevs and support
staff whose goals were aligned
in terms of ethi s, ideology, and
publicser ·ice. Forthemostpart.
those who worked in the office
were friends, and to a certain
extent fostered a ·'family environment' among s.taff. The arri al of the summer interns was
more than routine. It was an
eager! anticipated annual event.
When I arri ed , I truly felt
needed. M super i ing attorneys challenged me to hit the
ground running. I could also
sense that the interns who had
gone before me, were very much
·present" in the office.
The staff remembered old
interns with both fondness and
pride. l learned immediately
from this that a lot was expe ted
of me. I welcomed the challenge. On occasions hen the
remembered ' \ess than perfect"
interns l took such anecdotal
commentary just as it was meant

-

as gentle admonition and enouragement. !learned from the
mistakes of these former interns,
some of ' hom l met in person
when the returned to is it during my summer, just as I learned
from m own mistakes .
As is to be expected, I also
learned a lot about criminalla\v,
irginiacriminal procedure, Virginia e idence Ia' trial ad ocac and case preparation , and
constitutional law as it pertains
to the treatment of criminal defendants. I had numerous research ass ignments that touched
upon all of these areas. I prepared research memoranda for
ongoing cases on the adm issibi lity of prior bad acts e idence in
the context of rape trials larcen
from the mail, and Ia ing the
proper foundation for the adm issibilit)i of electronic surveillance
and other types of computerized
evidence. I a lso prepared a
memorandum on the avai lability
of peremptory strikes in Virginia
courts for Melinda Doug las, the
Public Defender who was conducting a Continuing Legal Education workshop on jury
selection.

Barrister's
BARRISTER from 10
Some notes randomly submitted b Spring Breakers:
l . The hot tub doesn ' t -cause
shrinkage for alL
__ Someone fell in a Bramble
Bush.

Ball

3. Some guys got caught nekked
in the ocean.
4. Some girls got caught without
the ir tO\ els.
5. Someone lost their bedroom
(on at least one occasion).
6. Peo le were table dancino.
·

either way...
'Wt invi~ you to enjoy a sympfum!J ofaoJf ool
in a comfortllDu tm4 unfwrrietl atnltJS]Ifrert.

- ~ 1H_r rt11Iltlrn 's
.:··-:.'EJ:f-:.-71<=1

·

. ·A

catl"u-:u --~ n n
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Mi!rri~c Traii (Rr. 143)

OfHn I I am- SIU!da}-s Nann

7. Duran Duran lit up thee ening
(almost eve;y night!)
8. Multiple Injuries .
9. Showers are better with t\ o!
(Unless you get interrupted)
I 0. No -one never played ·' I
Never" (or other fun games).
11 ·. Two words: Jim Beam.

By Deborah S. Olin
A val on is the local shelter for
ictims of domestic violence and
sexual assault. As their summer
law intern, I worked primaril_
with assisting women in getting
protective orders and filing
charges against their abusers .
This was an unpaid position, but
I was able to take it because the
Public Service Fund awarded a
stipend that covered my expenses
for the summer.
York County holds Juvenile
and Domestic Relations Court
twice week ly, and James Cii:y
County/Williamsburg holds sessions once a week. I attended
these sessions routinely, as well
as any emergency or specially
schedu led hearings. If A val n
clients were on the docket that
day, l prepared them for what
was about to happen in court,
explained court decisions, and
tried to make sure that they had
personal safety plans in effect
after court proceedings. Otherwise, I wou ld sit through the
session and talk with victims of
abuse about A val on services and
pro ide legal information when
possible.
James
City
County ,
Williamsburg, and Yorktown are
very much concerned with domestic violence issues. Judges
Hoover, Smith, and Fairbanks
take petitions for protecti e orders seriously, and ictims can
expect fair treatment in the ir
courtrooms. I unfOJtunatel_ saw
other situations in other courtrooms where the judge seemed
to share the automatic reflex of
many people - ·'Why did , ou
put up with it," or worse , " You
musr ha e done something to
deser e it."
I learned an important answer to the common question,

--wh doesn't she just leave
him ?" The answer is ... Why
doesn't he just stop hitting her."
This summer's experience
cleared up many ofthe misconceptions I had about victims of
domestic abuse. I saw young,
physically and emotional! fragil ' women who were dominated
1 1 d manipulated by much older,
Slronger partners. I met reli~iu us women who were encourc:ged by their pastors to try and_
J!·, ake the marriage work, despite
;?.· treme phys ical abuse.· There
' ere women who had nowhere
eise to go to get away·from their
abusive spouse except the home
in which a fami ly member had
~-' xua ll y molested them. I heard
women on the edge, \ ith no
money, no job skills, se era! children , and a choice between a
husband who beats them and the
streets - or Ava lon.
Violence bet\veen partners is
not uncommon in Ainerica . It
does not involve only the
marginallized segments of society. It seems that some of the
people who appearthemostfunctional in our communities lose
control of themselves in their
homes.
I end this essay with another
issue that springs from domestic
violence. A summer-at A val on
has changed the way I look at
child abuse and neglect. One
question that I ha e not learned
an answer for is one I have been
asked more than once this summer. This has often been a ked ,
in the dark , late at night. by a
crying child. The conversation
goes - ''Wh, are ou crying,
' hy aren't you asleep?., .. Because I' m scared." " Why are
you scared?" .. Because I saw my
daddy hit my mommy. Is m,
dadd y going to jail?"

ATTENTION
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
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(incfutfi"!J ourfamous 7rmm orDon. .seivd ¥.~ ·
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Review

Incoming Editor 's . · ote: As of
right now, there are two '"Jerkoff" 2Ls who are taking over the
Amicus next year, and we are
ompiling files on members of
our ·'enemies " list.

Some Hke it hot!!
Some like it.cold!!

!

Most importantly, I learned
in aluable lessons in human nature. I learned from the challenges of integrating myself into
a new ' ork env ironment . I
learned from our clients and the
difficulties they faced. I learned
that judges ·and attorneys sometime succumb to the pull ofhuman nature that potentially
threatens the administration of
justice in the same measure as it
enhances the system. I came
away • ith new eth ical questions
to resol e within myself as I determine where m legal education wi ll take me. I also came
away with lasting personal and
professional relat ionships that I
never e, pected to de elop. I
high! recommend the Office of
the Public Defender of Alexandria as a choice for a summer
work experience.
More than that I wou ld en co urage students of any legal
bentto consider pub li c defense
work as an internship experi ence because it can ha e a truly
positive affect on your career
development both from a personal and a professional standpoint.
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Calendar of Events

Monday, March 23
The Academy Awards: Settle in with friends to watch Titanic win everything.
Hopefully, Celine Dion. will sing that crappy song, except this time it will be to
Leonardo, who was skipped when the Best Actor nominees were announced. Bets on
winners: all those who do not watch. Good thing Melrose Place is not on, no conflicts,
although a break at 9:00 for Ally would be welcomed.
Amistad: At the DOG Street Theatre. Go see it, before the theatre closes down and
we have no more artsy-fartsy movies to go see.
Lavender Correctness: Dr. Paul Siegel will speak on why we should not silence the
homophobes. 8:00p.m. in Chesapeake A in the University Center, sponsored by the
Gay Student Union. Doesn ' t this kinda go against what this organization is suppposed
to be doing? Is Pat Robertson the new Presdent?
Tuesday, March 24
Cheap Video Night: Video Update has new releases for a buck, and " catalog titles"
are two for a dollar. For you real geeks, video games are also a dollar each. Make sure
to get there early, though, copies of The Fifth Element go fast.
Wednesday, March 25
Virginia State Bar Examiners: Answering questions about character fitness , 3:00
p.m. , Room 127. Finally, a chance to clear up your obligations to your local Bar
regarding that unfortunate incident with the mushrooms, the goat, and the off-duty
policeman.
Deadline for Dupont Minority Job Fair: Get your application from the good folks
at OCPP.
Intramural Deadline: Last da to sign up for golf tourney (in Scotland the call it
' gof'), wrestling meet (back horne they call it "rasslin"), and spring softball tourney.
Thursday, March·26
Registration Information Session : Or what classes to take and what professors to
a oid like. the plague. Faculty, students, and the administration share their wisdom
with the 1Ls. Get a chair early in Room 119. The program is from 12:45-1:30 p.m.
Remember: The harder your second year, the easier your third year.
Honor Council Applications due: 2Ls can apply to be Chief Justice or one of five 3L
Associate Justices for the 1998-99 school year. Applications are on the SBA door and
shall be turned in to Mr. Jeff Timmers (2L) by 5:00 p.m. Any questions contact
Timmers or Joe Kiefer (3L). Of course, if next year is like this year, the job will be pretty
easy.
SBA Meeting: Exercise your democratic muscles. Make your voice heard above the
masses. See Jeff Timmers and company in action. 3:00p.m. , Room TBA
Deadline for Application to the Chicago Patent Law Interview Program: Science
geeks, here 's your chance to go a Cubs ' game. The program is July 31-August 2. The
Cubs will be well out of the pennant race and good seats will be plentiful. Program
registration and Cubs ticket information available in OCCP.
Intramural Wrestling Meet: Sorry NWO fans, this is amateur only. Good warm-up
for the I Ls trying out for the Law Review, except without the butter or Jello. W&M
Hall.
Friday, March 27
Deadline for National Trial Team Board Applications: Open to all 2Ls. Deposit
a resume ( our own, of course) and statement of interest (in the organization, not the
Ch ief Counsel) no more than one page, in the hanging file of Windley Hofler (3L).
Spring Intramural GolfTournament: Held at beautiful new'Kiskiack Golf Club. A
good tune-up for the Masters.
Faculty Art Show: This seems self-explanatory. Muscarelle Museum of Art. through
April 26. The Museum is on campus (Jamestown Road), and is open weekda s from
10:00 a.m. to 4:45p.m. Weekend hours are noon to 4 :00p.m .
Intramural Softball Tournament: On!, $5 a team. Gear up for the 1998 season.
Saturday, l\larch 28
Amb ulance Chase SK Race: Get in shape, girl (or boy)! All the cool kids are doing
it. Running is fun, and not hard at all. Besides. you can help raise cash to pay for all
those students out sa ing the world. Free t-shirt for the first I 00 who sign-up. $10
registration fee for those who sign-up early .
.Hiss Saigon, Closing Night: Last chance to see the Broadway hit here in our very
wn Hampton Roads. Final show, 8:00 p.m. Also. _:00 p.m. matinee.
unday, March 29
Colonial Parkway Open to Cyclists: True, it's open to bikes every day of the year,

but this day in particular will be really nice for a ride. Of course, if the weather is like
it has been, maybe you should wear your galoshes.
Monday, March 30
Graduation Awards: Fill out recommendations for the Wythe, Thurgood Marshall,
and Walter Williams Teaching Awards. Are these like the Oscars? Is Celine Dion
going to sing that crappy song?
Tuesday, March 31
Baseball Opening Day: The grass is green, the sun is shining, and all is right with the
world. Everyone ' s still in the pennant race and potential is the word of the day.
Deadl ine for NAPIL Partner Fellowship Opportunities: This appears to be a good
opportunity for some cash, but it's too complicated to go into here. Check with OCPP
or .your March 19 What 's on the Docket.
Deadline for NLSC-Americorps Funding: Administered by PSF, $1000 grant for
a student working in a selected site. Apply soon and thank Mr. Clinton for the cash.
Ambulance Chaser Deadline: Are you funny? Let others know by writing for the
Annual Ambulance Chaser. Deadline today at 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 1
Legal Skills Consortium- Lawyers and Venereal Diseases: Mandatory attendance
and blood tests for all students (I Ls, 2Ls, and 3Ls). Word has it an epidemic is in the
making.
Frisbee Golf Tournament Entries Close: This one' s not a joke. Well, at least not
an April Fool ' s Joke. Tournament runs Apri\4-5.
Amicus Deadline: Also not a joke. Get your damn articles in on time so that your
hardworking Production Staff can get out of the office at a decent hour. We have
classes too you know.
Thursday, Apri\2
SBA Meeting: The work of government never stops. Ask Jeff Timmers or Doug·
Dziak for time and location. Top of the list: Beach Week.
Deadline for I L Honor Council Applications: Judge your peers. Turn in an
application (found on the SBA door) to Jeff Timmers (2L) by"5:00 p.m. Good for the
resume, bad for the reputation.
Friday, April3
Last day to turn in Exam Conflict Forms: Due to Gloria Todd. ' An exam conflict
is defined as two examinations back-to-back, i.e., on the morning and afternoon of the
same day or on the afternoon of one day and the morning of the next day." Just cuz
you are not ready to take the exam, does not mean you have a conflict.
Reconstructing Liberalism: The Institute of Bill of Rights Law has invited "four
nationally prominent scholars" to discuss the future of·'fundamentall iberal concepts."
If , ou don ' t know what that means, you should attend. And if you do, you should write
an article about it for the Amicus.
Saturday, April 4
University of Virginia Law School Softball Tournament: Take a quick trip to
Charlottesville where you can get a $2 bill at Jefferson ' s house, visit a well- funded law
school, and support two W&M co-ed softball teams. Depending on how they play, the
tournament may last until Sunday. Any questions, ask Team Captains Nate Green,
Maqui Parkerson, or Doug Dziak.
ABA Health Law Student Conference: Learn about health and stuff from real lawyer
types. The program is held at American University's Law School from 10:00 a.m. to
3. :00 p.m .
Sunday, April 5
Post-Tenure Review: Professor Peter Alces is up for his periodic review . If you have
any comments about his teaching, scholarship, serVice to the law school, the university,
the bar. or the public. the committee wants to hear from you. Addre s your remarks
to Profes or Donaldson by April 10. And you say the faculty doesn ' t care what you
think.
Monday, April 6
Amicus Publishes: This is your second to last opportunity this year to get published.
Have a problem. issue. or just want to say something to the community, \Vrite it dov,;n
and we'll publish it. Arid, even better, this is the Annual Ambulance Chaser, the parody
of the law school, administration, and anyone else we can think of mocking. Yes, we
do get funnier than we are now.

Please submit your entries for the Amicus E "ents Calendar to Dana Loftis (2L ), or the Amicus hanging file.
Entries may include activiti~s sponsored by law school organizations, main campus or community events.
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•
Lebow ski The Man zn
the Iron Mask?

By Chris Murphy and Kristi Garland
The Big Lebowski - Jeff Bridges, John
Goodman, Julianne Moore
The new Coen brothers film is ... well
... interesting. Jeff Bridges ("Dude"
Lebowski) plays a very laid-back bowling afficionado who spends his days drinking White Russians, appreciating his rug,
and hanging out at the local bowling alley

with his cohorts, Vietnam vet Walter (John
Goodman) and mousy ex-surfer Donny
(Steve Buscemi - the "funny-looking"
one from Fargo) . All is well in the world
of the other Jeff Lebow ski in town - a
wealthy, odd little man whose ·w ife has
racked up an impressive debt that is
apparently past due. From here.(though
I am pretty sure I missed some of the
subtleties of the flick), we meet a seductive kidnapping victim , a porn producer, a group of nihilistic Germans , a
high-flying modern artist, and a bowling foe named Jesus ....
Visually, the movie is incredible and,
though I kept hoping Frances McDormand
would do a cameo as Margie and help
exp lain it all, I think the movie is worth
seeing. The kind of flick after which you
say, "huh" - be that good or bad, I'm not

A few years ago, I came to Williamsburg and
began my education at a venerable institution
with a proud tradition. On the side I went to
the College across the street from the Green
Leafe. Not to borrow a phrase, I won't say that
all I needed I learned from the Green Leafe,
but some of the best lessons were definitely
imparted there. It was there I learned: the
difference between whisky and whiskey, and
why an eighteen-year-old beats two twelves.
Just how reasonable a great cabernet can be.
That Babe Ruth's record for most scoreless
World Series innings pitched stood until1961,
the same year his home run record was
eclipsed. That a properly poured Guinness
will hold the shamrock to the bottom of the
glass. That the~e used to be fish in the river so
thick you could hear 'em coming. That a good
cigar's composition changes from tip to butt.
That the British were preparing to abandon
Virginia when Rolfe suggested they try grow-·
ing tobacco. That Mickey Gilley, Jerry Lee
Lewis, and Jimmy Swaggart are cousins. The
difference between an IBU and an IPA. That a
good idea beats a good intention any day.
The Mystic words to the Gilley classic, "The
Girls All Get Prettier at Closing Time." That
the secret to a long life is knowing when it's
time to go.
The Green Leafe Cafe
7 65 Scotland Str:eet
Williamsburg, VA
1-757-220-3405

entirely sure.
Rating- ©©©

The Man in the Iron Mask- Leonardo
DiCaprio, Gerard Depardieu, Gabriel
Byrne, John Matkovich, Jeremy Irons
" When rioting citizens of France destroyed the Bastille, they discovered within
its records this mysterious entry ... ' Prisoner number 643 89000- The man in the
iron mask.' The identity of the prisoner
has forever remained a mystery."
The story takes place in 1660- there
are riots in Paris because people are starving. King Louis XIII has died and his
terrible son, Louis XIV, has succeeded to
the throne. The young King cares nothing
for his people - he cares only for his
riches and his women ,. especially Christine, the love of one of his new Musketeers, Raoul.
The citizens of the country despise
Louis XIV and throw their rotting food at
his men. Three of the fmest Musketeers
ofLouis XIII have chosen not to continue
on with Louis XIV - Athos (John
Malkovich), Porthos(Gerard Depardieu),
and Aramis (Jeremy Irons).
These three live in the hopes that there
will one day be another King worthy of
the throne of France, and they make it
their mission to speed up the process.
Doing this requires the help of a very

· mysterious person- "the man in the iron
mask." Before their plan can be complete, the former Muskateers must elude
the King and his captain, D' Artagnan
(Gabriel Byme)-tirne is of the essence.
Though the cast of this movie is rich
with superstars and acclaimed thespians,
the acting was often sub-par. DiCaprio
starts off cold, but warms to the part when
his second character, Philippe, comes onto
the scene. He does an excellent job of
portraying two different characters with
very different personalities. Depardieu is
his usual - fat, clumsy, and goofy. Byrne
and Irons do excellent work in their supporting roles.
The questionable actor in this movie
was, surprisingly, John Matkovich. His
charisma and passion, which usually carry
him so well, could not cover the fa.ct that
he sounded like he was practicing his
Hooked on Phonics exercises.
Despite intermittent flaws in acting,
The Man in the Iron Mask is a good movie
-the costumes are extravagant, the story
is- arguably -:-- creatively adapted for
the screen, and the soundtrack was noticeably powerful.
Furthermore, for the
weak-of-stomach people out there, the
movie is rated PG-13 , which means you
can actually watch the fight scenes without
covering your eyes.
Rating:©©©

As Virginia Attorney General Mark Earley spoke to students, the Annual St.
Patrick's Day party raged on the patio, drawing students and faculty alike.
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Sports

Coughlan Up Predictions ...

Mar.c h

Madness

By Kenneth J . Coughlan
The first two rounds of the
NCAA tournament were the best
we ' e seen in a long time. Overall, 16 games were d.ecidecl by
fi e points or less, or in o ertirne. That' s I /3 of the total gmpes
played! Amazing.
So far the tournament has
been full ofmemorable moments
as well. If you ' e e en channel
surfed youn ay past ESPN, then
ou have undoubted! seen the
ending to the Ole Miss v .
Valparaiso game at least 20 times.
Thirteenth seed Valparaiso
inbounded the ball with no significant time left on the clock,
down b two. The bali gets
hea ed down the court &nd immediately tossed towards the
hoop.
The miracle is that Valpo
sinks the shot and wins the game
by one point. And as if that
wasn ' tenough to give those poor
players a coronary they took
Florida State into overtime in
Round 2 and won that game as
well. Allofasudden, the 13seed
is in the Sweet 16!
Rumor has it that Dean Smith
refused to play any in-state schools
while he was coach at North Carolina unless the schools were in the
ACC. Now we know why.
·
For the first time in history,
the North Carolina Tarheels faced
UNC-Charlotte on the hardcourt.
They me! in the second round ,
and while the top seeded UNC

lll

won the game, the, had to play
an extra period to do it. Fortunate! for the Heels, the stayed
alive a little longer.
The Jayhawks of Kansas ,
howe er, weren'tso lucky. They
became the first # I seed of the
year to fall, losing in the second

round to Rhode Island. This
upset screws up v·irtually
everybody's picks (except that
of Kyle Jones, who picked Duke
to be in the championship game
from the Midwest/South side and
is the only person in the pool to
still have their Midwes South
representative alive after the first

the· NCAA

Tournament

two rounds).
Congratulations go out to the
Richmond Spiders who upset
South Carolina in the first round.
They had to face Washington in
the second (who was also an upset winner in Round 1), but the
Huskies proved too much for the

either. A 14 beat a 3, a 13 beat a
4, a 12 beat a 5, two I Is beat 6s,
and three 1Os beat 7s. Not a bad
sho> ing for the teams in the
double digits.
Also in the> orld or' college
basketball, Jeff Jones, the University of Virginia's basketball

Spider~ to handle, downing Rich-

coach for the past 8 seasons, resigned as head coach effective
March 31. According to his letter of resignation, 'I feel that it
would be in the best interests of
both myself and the University if
I were to resign as head basketball coach." Of course, this
doesn ' t really come as much of a

mond 81-66.
Out of the 48 games in the
first two rounds, the lower seeds
won. 13. Not a bad total considering theoretically they' re not
supposed to win any and the odds
are stacked against them. It hasn't
all been #9 seeds beating #8' s

.

surprise. The <;:avaliers just finished an 11-19 season, their worst
since 1968. And let's put this in
proper perspecti e.
Two of the five starters for
UV A were some of the best players in the country (Curtis Staples
and Norm Nolan) . Staples just
set the NCAA all-time career 3
point shooting record this season.
The problem was that these
two players were the only good
thing about the team , and they' re
both seniors. Next season Cavalier fans should be prepared for
even more misery. It' s going to
get ugly.
This isn' t all Coach Jones'
fault, however. He had some
very talented players on this team.
Does anybod y remember
Courtney Alexander? He had an
immense amount of talent. Unfo rtun ately, he also had an immense amount of difficulty.
obeying the law and had to transfer. It 's notlikeJonesdidn ' tplan
for the future, it'sjustthat all of
his plans got charged with criminal offenses. Jones seems to be
in line for the coaching position
at Western Kentucky.
Lead candidates for the acaney at UV A include Pete Gillen
(Providence), Mike Jarvis
(George Was.hington), Danny
Nee (Nebraska), and Skip Prosser
(Xavier), as well as others.
School officials hope to fill the
position within a month .

A Traditional English Tea for a Spring Afternoon
TEA from 8
salt and white pepper
Mix all the fJ.lling ingredients together.
Spread 12 slices ofthe bread with the basil
butter. Top with the filling and a second
slice of bread. Crust and cut the bread.

Basil Butter
4 sticks sweet butter, softened
1 tablespoon tomato puree
1 teaspoon lemon juice
1 teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup (packed) chopped basil leaves
Puree the ftrst five ingredients. Add
the basil leaves last. Extra butter may be
wrapped in foil and stored in the freezer.

Grandma's Lemon Tea Bread
Yz cup shortening
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
Yz cup milk
1 2/3 cup flour
I teaspoon baking powder
Yz teaspoon salt
Yz cup chopped walnuts
grated rind of one lemon
Mix the shortening and sugar until

smooth. Add the eggs, one at a time. Add
the milk, baking powder, salt and lemon
rind . Gradually add the flour. Mix well.
Stir in the walnuts. Pour batter into a loaf
pan and bake at 350° for one hour. When
bread is done, spoon over the top '!. cup
sugar mixed with the juice of one lemon.
Thumbprint Cookies
Yz cup butter, softened
1/3 cup ·s ugar
1 egg
113 teaspoon salt
Yz teaspoon vanilla extract
1 tablespoon cinnamon
1 cup flour
1 beaten egg white
1Yz cups chopped walnuts
apricot, strawberry or raspberry preserves
Blend the butter and sugar until
creamy. Add the egg, salt, vanilla and
sugar. Gradually add the flour. Chill the
dough overnight.

Roll the dough into 1 inch balls. Dip
them into the egg white and then into the
walnuts. Place them on a lightly greased
cookie sheet. Depress the center of the
cookies with your thumb. Fill with preserves. Bake at 375° for about 8 minutes.

Chocolate Frangos
2 cups chocolate chips
1 stick of butter
I cup plus 2 teaspoons powered sugar
2 eggs, beaten
1 teaspoon vanilla
I teaspoon peppermint extract
Melt chocolate chips in a microwave.
Stir every 30 seconds. In a large mixing
bowl cream the butter and sugar. Add the
eggs and vanilla. Slowly add the chocolate. Add the peppermint. Drop the
chocolate by teaspoon on a cookie sheet
covered by wax paper. Chill.
Enjoy!
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The Final Report Card of the Sabia Administration
SABIA from 1
tend question and anwer periods
with each of the candidates
Through no fault of Sabia' s or
the SBA's, however, the Committee appears to have failed in
its mission of locating a successor to former Dean Krattenmaker
and, because of its seemingly
self-imposed vow of silence,
thwarted whatever attempts
Sabia may have made to communicate the Committee ' s
progress to the larger community.
• Communication problems
continued to plague the SBA
during the Spring Semester,
reaching a head when the Executive Board expended student
funds in order to publish its own
newsletter rather than avail itself
of the plethora of free advertising opportunities used by other
student organizations. Consequently, meeting times and dates
remained ambiguous, social activities received little if any publicity (and then usually only on
the day of the event), and many
students remained unaware of
the SBA 's activities.
Incoming SBA President Jeff
Timmers seems committed to
eliminating such problems, vowing to make every effort to keep
students informed of the SBA 's

workings.
Aside from the issues raised
by Sabia during the campaign
last Spring, the SBA has confronted other matters, including
student organization funding, the
election process, and Beach
Week.
Student Organization Funding: This year' s budget process
began ominously when, in violation of the SBA's own constitution, organizational budgets did
not issue until well into the semester. Additionally, some organizations
successfully
misrepresented their membership numbers in order to procure

funding well in excess of what a bumpy start deriving from a
they should have received, while series ofmiscommunications, the
larger organizations found them- SBA and Honor Council flawselves begging, open-handed at lessly executed the election prothe doors of the Administration cess this Spring. Beginning with
suite in order to finance even the the herculean efforts of the I L
most minimal level . of their ac- representative who boarded the
tivities. Although the SBA oper- Supreme Court trip bus at 5:00
ates under certain constraints a.m. to ensure that the trippers
mandated by the Student Assem- rights to vote were protected,
bly, transgressions s.uch as these and culminating with the prompt
reflect poorly upon our leader- and accurate posting of results,
ship and ultimately impair the few glitches inhibited this elecschool's own reputation when toral process.
groups achieve only functional
Beach Week: Apparently
levels of performance due to in- someone failed to notify the SBA
adequate funding .
Executive Board members that
Election Process: Aside from . they had registered for this class.

Final Report Card of the Sabia Administration
Issue
Food Services

Nov Grade

B

Final Grade
II

Student Organization Budgets

Not

Beach Week

Not QIUU/d

q~

e+
F

Better Parking for Students

B

B

Communication

e-

e-

Dean Search Committee

B+

11 -

Overall Grade

B-

B-

Sabia' s Administration took absolutely no steps to plan or organize this traditional event,
notwithstanding the fact that
Sabia vigorously supported the
preservation ofBeach Week both
before, during, and after his campaign. Fortunately, Doug Dziak
and other members of the
Timmers Adminstration assumed
responsibility for Beach Week
and have breathed .life into a
project many 3Ls long ago declared dead.
Few would disagree that the
Sabia Administration large ly
failed to achieve the goals it set
for itself last April. Certain unforeseen developments in the
personal lives of several members of the Executive Committee
have contributed ta the
Administration ' s difficulties,
however, partially explaining
why all has not functioned as
smoothly as expected this year.
A new administration now
assumes the reigns of power,
brimming with promises of
change and a brighter future for
every M-W student. Time alone
will judge the success of the incoming regime, but rest assured,
the Amicus plans to maintain its
watchful eye over the SBA 's
shoulder.
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·v irginia Attorney General Mark Earley Visits M-W
EARLEY

{ram

1

that lawyers are in "deep trouble" with the
public. He added that the "cynicism is
deep and pervasive and has a bitter and
heart-felt edge, from corporations to blue
collar workers." He cited one of the main
reasons as the proliferation of attorney
advertising, which leads to the perception
that lawyers cannot be trusted and that
they are on the take. Public officials, both
non-attorneys and attorneys alike, propose anti-attorney legislation.
Earley advocated drastic reform , but
hoped it would come from the legal profession before reform is mandated from
elsewhere. Small reform is like "polishing brass on the Titanic," noted Earley.
He advocated attorneys supporting
institutions that support freedom. He said
that he hoped the legal profession would
moveoutoftheadversarialarenaasmuch
as possible but still recognize the role of
the adversarial process when necessary.
He hopes to enhance the role as counselor
and be. the "voice of ethical persuasion."
Clients, he said, want support, affrrrnation, and guidance- roles that attorneys
should fill.
Earley next stated that he was excited
to be back at W&M and added that it was
a typical day of his law school career "cold, damp, and a little overcast."
"One of the greatest honors I have
had," stated Earley, "has been to be a part
of W&M for seven years.

Finally, Earley discussed the role of
the Attorney General, beginning with atshirt two ofhis children had printed in the
election- "I don't know what the Attorney General does, but my dad would do a
good job." Earley admitted that when
elected, he was not entirely sure what the
job encompassed, but that the learning
curve, by necessity, was steep. He stated
that the Attorney General represents all
Virginia entities and employs over 150
attorneys. The Office has assigned an
attorney to each public organization for
daily legal advice, including all institu~ions ofhigher education, the state police,
and the Governor. He . added that the
Office of the Attorney General issues
legal opinions for the Virginia Assembly
and the Commonwealth's Attorneys. He
said that attorneys in his office are not
there for the money, but rather for a career, and that by and large, attorneys are
not there to use the job as a stepping stone.
Attorneys in the office are very specialized and as such, are some of the best .
in the state. He added that the office
always has room for interns and that they
are immediately thrown into substantive
work, not just busy work. He noted that
the office does hire attorneys right out of
law school and that rookies have great
opportunities. For example, the office
has openings in the Fair Labor Standards
Act section and that new attorneys would
most likely walk right into litigation. The

CriminalLitigationsectionmainlyhandles tests an individual 's principles, and that
appellate work and new attorneys imme- he balances the two as best as he can .
Finally, Earley commented on the
diately begin working on briefs.
Earley also commented that our own nexus between politics and his office.
Professor Walter Felton, on leave to work While in the Virginia Senate, Earley comin the Governor' s office, is known as a mented that it was not a hard decision to
"straight-shooter" and is respected by both make if his party and his ideals were in
sides of the aisle. He added that he works conflict, and that he occasionally could
closely with Felton and is pleased to do depart from his party and establish his
so. He wishes that he could steal Felton independence. The Office of the Attorfrom the Governor' s Office, but under- ney General, commented Earley, is a little
stands that Felton could not resist the different as it is less a political job than
most other elected offices. When the GOP
offer.
Next, Earley discussed the role faith and the state Constitution are in. confliCt,
has played in his career. A Religion major he deals with the eli lemmas as they arise.
as an undergraduate, Earley maintains a
The speech was sponsored by the Law
strong faith and tries to deploy it in every School ReptJblicans with the great help of
aspect of his life. He commented that Cindy Ewing (3L), an intern in the Attarsometimes it is in conflict with his office, ney General's Office. It was followed by
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